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By Jungstedt, Mari. Nunnally, Tiina, Translator.

Stockholm Text. 1 Paperback(s), 2013. soft. Book Condition: New. It is a cold wintry morning in the
picturesque port town of Visby when art dealer Egon Wallin's battered and naked body is found
hanging from a gate in the town's old city walls, in this first novel of Mari Jungstedt's Anders
Knutas/Johan Berg series to be published in the United States. When the famous painting The Dying
Dandy is stolen in Stockholm, links to Wallin's murder begin to surface, taking Detective
Superintendent Knutas into the glittering world of the Swedish art elite and exposing a shadowy
underground of prostitution and drugs. Formerly known as a broadcast journalist, Jungstedt has
become one of Sweden's leading crime writers. Her novels featuring Knutas and Berg, a journalist,
are set on the Baltic island of Gotland, and several of their cases have been adapted for television.
"Jungstedt delivers an excellent clammy atmosphere and a constant premonition of weird deaths
to come. She's becoming one of Scandinavia's best crime writers, no mean compliment in a
crowded field."Times (London)"This is one of the best in Jungstedt's captivating crime series
featuring Swedish policeman Anders Knutas and reporter Johan Berg and set on the island of
Gotland. [This]...
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Thorough information! Its this kind of very good read. It is writter in basic words and not hard to understand. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for regarding should you question me).
-- Roel Bogisich Sr.-- Roel Bogisich Sr.

These kinds of pdf is every thing and helped me searching ahead and much more. It generally does not expense an excessive amount of. You wont sense
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you question me).
-- Prof. Angelo Graham-- Prof. Angelo Graham
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